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17-Nov-11 24-Nov-11 % Change

MSCI World 1,162.67 1,099.84 -5.40%

MSCI Europe 81.19 76.31 -6.01%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 405.73 380.05 -6.33%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 11,770.73 11,257.50 -4.36%

S&P 500 1,216.13 1,161.79 -4.47%

Global Equity Performance
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Tenor 17-Nov 24-Nov  +/- bps

3m 0.000 0.015 1.53

6m 0.036 0.056 2.03

2y 0.262 0.262 -0.03

5y 0.861 0.878 1.71

10y 1.960 1.884 -7.67

30y 2.981 2.834 -14.66

Global Financial Markets 
 

Global equity prices dropped this week as rising borrowing costs in Europe and disappointing economic results in the US 
continue to weigh down on investor sentiment. Both the fixed income and currency markets experienced movements 
towards safe havens as investors are still unsure of whether the Euro-zone debt crisis can be contained. 
 
Global Equities 

 
For the past weeks, developments in Europe 
have remained generally negative. Concern that 
the Euro-zone debt crisis was spreading amid 
rising borrowing costs in Spain and Italy 
triggered a broad selling spree in major global 
bourses. A weak German auction, where the 
government was only able to sell EUR3.64 
billion worth of 10-year bunds from a planned 
EUR6 billion just added to the selling pressures. 
In addition, the US congressional Super 
Committee also failed to produce a deficit 
reduction plan, suggesting that up to this point, 
US lawmakers still cannot see eye-to-eye in 
plugging the America’s budget deficit. Given 
this, global equity markets dropped with major 
indices ending up with significant losses this 
week. The MSCI World, MSCI Europe and 
MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan went down by 
5.40%, 6.01% and 6.33%, respectively. 
 

 The US congressional Super Committee 
failed to produce a deficit reduction plan, 
signaling automatic broad tax increases 
and massive spending cuts in 2013. 

 Housing starts exceeded forecasts, signaling improvement in the current weak areas of the US economy. It decreased to 
628,000 annual rate in October compared to the market estimate of 610,000. 

 The index of US leading indicators climbed more than forecast in October, showing that the US economy will keep growing in 
early 2012. 

 Sales of previously owned homes in the US surprisingly climbed last month. Existing-home sales increased 1.4% month-on-
month in October, against market estimates of -2.2%, to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 4.97 million. 

 The US economy expanded less than expected in the third quarter. Gross Domestic Product for the third quarter climbed at an 
annualized rate of 2% from the previous quarter. In comparison, the market estimate was 2.5%. 

 Consumer spending slowed in October to 0.1% even as personal income accelerated, showing that consumers are cautious 
towards how the US economy will move. 

 Initial jobless claims in the US increased more than expected to 393,000 as the market estimate stood at 390,000 for the week 
ended November 19. 

 US orders for durable goods declined by 0.7% in October from a revised decrease of 1.5% the previous month. 
 
 

Global Bonds 

 

 US Treasury yields declined this week amid concerns in Western 
continents. With negative developments in both the US and Europe, 
investors generally moved towards the safety of US debt. The 10-
year benchmark yield fell by 7.67 basis points, while the yield of the 
30-year bond decreased by 14.66 basis points. 
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Currencies 

18-Nov 25-Nov % Change

USD/PHP 43.395 43.940 -1.24%

EUR/USD 1.3525 1.3268 -1.90%

GBP/USD 1.5806 1.5437 -2.33%

USD/JPY 76.91 77.39 -0.62%

AUD/USD 1.0008 0.9686 -3.22%

USD/CHF 0.9166 0.9256 -0.97%

EUR/CHF 1.23977 1.22798 0.96%

EUR/JPY 104.00 102.68 1.29%
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 Earlier in the week, Spain auctioned €3.6 billion worth of 10-year debt resulting in a yield of 6.97%, the highest since 1997. In 
comparison, the previous comparable auction in October had a yield of 5.43%. Also, Spain was forced to give high yields in its 
latest auction of Treasury bills. Three-month Treasury bills garnered a yield of 5.11%, more than double the previous month’s 
rate. Consequently, the European Central Bank intervened in the secondary bond market making Spain’s 10-year yield fall to 
6.31%.  

 German government bond auction drew weak demand as they were only able to sell €3.644 billion of the €6 billion in 10-year 
securities. 

 
Currencies 
  

 Week-on-week, demand for the safety of the US dollar continued to 
increase as Europe’s debt crisis gave investors a reason to be risk 
averse. The euro, the yen, and the Swissie all declined against the 
US dollar to 1.3268, 77.39 and 92.56 centimes, respectively. 
 

The week ahead (November 28 – December 2) 
 

 Continuing from last week, markets still move mainly as a reaction to 
Europe. For the moment, investors are struggling to believe that 
European leaders will be able to contain the crisis. As such, unless 
there are reports to signal otherwise, a decline in global equity 
markets could continue for the next week. 

 For the fixed income and currency markets, demand for safe havens could still be the theme for next week given that 
developments in Europe has yet to encourage otherwise. 
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Philippine Financial Markets 

 
External developments continued to set the tone in local financial markets last week as a dearth of domestic news left 
investors with little to take their cue from. The local stock market gave up 0.95% to close at 4,261.59 while the Philippine 
peso depreciated by close to 55 centavos as uncertainty in the global stage undermined sentiment. Meanwhile, long-end 
yields declined week-on-week. 

 
Local Equities 
 

 The local stock market proved its resiliency relative to peers in the region 
even as discouraging headlines from the US and across Europe 
undermined sentiment and subdued investors’ appetite for risk assets yet 
again. The Philippine Stock Exchange Index gave up 40.84 points or -
0.95% Friday-to-Friday to close at 4,261.59, posting marginal gains on 
November 25 to end a seven-day losing streak and punctuate a week of 
downbeat trading on a slightly more positive note. Despite the losses 
recorded last week, the domestic bourse remains the only major equity 
index in the region to post positive returns year-to-date. 

 As expected, losers outnumbered gainers in the main index last week 2-to-1, with MEG (-11.00%), BEL (-7.55%), and MBT (-
5.83%) leading the week’s losers. Headlining the winners’ column on the other hand are MER (+6.30%), AEV (+3.27%), and 
MPI (+3.26%). Excluding the Php11.41 billion block sale transaction of TEL shares, foreigners turned net sellers over the week 
with sales exceeding purchases by Php359 million. 

 Optimism among businesses about the country’s economic prospects for 4Q2011 remains high according to the latest survey 
by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP). The central bank’s quarterly confidence index rose to 38.7% from 34% in 3Q2011, 
with business owners banking on the seasonal increase in consumer demand to support the local economy this quarter. 
Outlook for the next quarter deteriorated on the other hand amid concerns over weakness in the global economy. 

 Taking into account the impact of these external headwinds, the World Bank has lowered its forecasts for Philippine GDP 
growth from 5.0% to 4.2% in 2011 and from 5.4% to 4.8% in 2012. The Bank highlighted the need for the government to 
accelerate spending "to improve competitiveness, while cushioning the economy from adverse external shocks." 

 
Conglomerates 
 
 San Miguel Corp. (SMC) President Ramon Ang said that the food-to-power giant is in talks with several parties on the 

probable sale of a stake in its power unit SMC Global Power Holdings Corp. The funds raised will be used to implement 
further expansion plans. The genco shelved plans last month to raise as much as US$854 million in an initial public 
offering due to volatile trading conditions. 
 

 The Philippine government is looking to pursue some of its long-overdue initiatives in 2012 based on last week’s 
headlines. Around 15 projects are being considered for rollout under the public-private partnership (PPP) scheme next 
year, subject to feasibility studies and approval from the appropriate bodies, according to PPP Center executive director 
Cosette Canilao. Projects tentatively scheduled for launch in 1H2012 include the development of the Puerto Prinsesa 
Airport, construction of the NLEX-SLEX Connector project, and the operations and management of the Laguindigan 
Airport. On a related note, the privatization of the government’s Food Terminal Inc. (FTI) property in Taguig has likewise 
been pushed back to next year to allow more time to review offers from interested bidders. 

 
Property 

 
 Property rents declined 1.4% quarter-on-quarter to Php1,080 per square meter in Metro Manila in 3Q2011 amid seasonal 

weakness, even as vacancy remains unchanged and no significant project completions were reported, according to real 
estate consultancy CBRE. Rents are expected to bounce back in 4Q2011, however, as consumer spending is expected to 
pick up during the holidays. 
 

 Ayala Land Inc. (ALI) has inked a 60:40 joint venture with Mitsubishi Corporation, creating a company called Philippine 
Integrated Energy Solutions Inc. (PhilEnergy). PhilEnergy will be tasked to install energy efficiency systems called district 
cooling systems (DCS) in ALI development projects which are expected to significantly bring down capital expenditures 
and operating costs. Eventually, the new firm will also service other companies beyond the Ayala Group with Mitsubishi 
providing the technical expertise. PhilEnergy has already allotted Php1 billion for the construction of two DCS buildings. 
 

18-Nov 25-Nov % Change

PSEi 4,302.43 4,261.59 -0.95%

Philippine Stock Exchange Index
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 In a disclosure to the PSE, listed Active Alliance Inc. (AAI) announced that five of its top stockholders have agreed to sell 
75% of their AAI holdings to port magnate Enrique Razon’s Prime Metroline Transit Corp. The transaction would amount to 
around Php198 million. Markets believe that the transaction may serve as the vehicle for the backdoor listing of Mr. 
Razon’s gaming company Bloomsbury. Bloomsbury is building a US$1 billion integrated casino complex in the 
Entertainment City along Manila Bay. 
 

 High-end leisure developer and gaming firm Belle Corp. (BEL) reported cumulative net income of Php76.27 million in the 
first nine months of the year, down 77% year-on-year from the Php333.35 million bottom-line of the same period last year. 
The firm cited lower revenues as the leading cause of the profit drop. Revenues fell 49% to Php478.51 million from 
Php937.32 million. Meanwhile, sales from real estate and club shares declined 51% to Php442.98 million. 
 

 In a disclosure to the PSE, Andrew Tan-led Megaworld Corp. reported that it is eyeing to develop a 400-hectare property 
at the Clark Economic Zone which is estimated to cost around Php7 billion. The property developer is close to signing a 
deal with Clark Development Corp. 

 
Food, Beverage, and Tobacco 
 
 Jollibee Foods Corp. (JFC) is selling its "Caffe Ti-Amo" brand in anticipation of the commencement of its new businesses 

overseas, according to a disclosure with the local bourse. The country’s largest fastfood chain is divesting the assets of its 
coffee and gelato business, which currently has 2 stores, for Php20 million in cash to CafeFrance Corp., the same 
company that bought the assets of the "Delifrance" brand. JFC is expected to focus on San Pin Wang in China and its joint 
venture with Viet Thai International Joint Stock Company in Vietnam and other parts of Southeast Asia. The transaction is 
scheduled to be completed by November 30. 
 

Banks 
 
 Universal and commercial banks posted a 12.2% year-on-year growth in net income for the first nine months of 2011. 

Earnings for the sector reached Php69.63 billion over the period as solid growth in interest income outweighed the sharp 
drop in gains from trading activities. Return on equity improved 20 basis points to 12.44%, while return on assets rose from 
1.44% to 1.52% 

 
 
Philippine Bond Markets  
 

 The local bond yield curve rose 10 basis points on average this week, as 
significant increases in short-term yields (amid light trading) 
overshadowed declines in longer-tenor rates where market activity was 
more pronounced. Yields at the long end of the curve inched lower week-
on-week following the successful auction for the new FXTN 10-55 paper 
and on expectations for economic growth in 3Q2011 to come in faster 
than the previous quarter. 

Tenor 18-Nov 25-Nov % Change

1m 2.22 2.31 10

3m 1.39 1.89 50

6m 1.40 1.74 35

1y 1.40 1.72 33

2y 2.83 2.70 -13

3y 3.70 3.69 -2

4y 4.99 5.11 12

5y 5.18 5.23 6

7y 5.32 5.39 7

10y 5.90 5.93 3

20y 7.33 7.28 -5

25y 7.32 7.19 -13

Average 10

Peso Yield Curve                                         

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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 The government is poised to finalize its spending plan prior to the start of 
the applicable fiscal period for the second time in a row. The Philippine 
Senate approved on third and final reading its proposed Php1.816 trillion 
national budget for 2012, Php171 billion or 10.4% higher than last year’s 
allocation. The Agriculture Department is the recipient of the year’s largest 
budget increment, after being allotted Php61.73 billion or an increase of 
Php25 billion. The proposed budget is set to be ratified between 
December 5-6, and signed into law by President Benigno Aquino III on 
December 15. 

 The Bureau of Internal Revenue is ramping up efforts to plug tax 
loopholes as it works towards meeting, and possible exceeding, its 
Php940 billion collection target for 2011, according to BIR Commissioner 
Kim Henares. The revenue agency managed to beat its Php71.16 billion 
collection target for October, raising Php75.47 billion over the period to 
post a 6.05% outperformance, after adding to the government’s coffers 
the Php4.97 billion in withholding taxes levied on the controversial PEACe 
bonds which matured on October 18.  

 Meanwhile, the Bureau of the Treasury issued Php9.0 billion of 10-year bonds maturing in November 2021 following the 
successful maiden offer of the paper on Tuesday. Tenders for the new issuance reached Php23.88 billion, more than twice the 
agency’s planned issue size. 

 On the corporate front, BDO Leasing & Finance Inc., a subsidiary of Banco de Oro Unibank Inc. (BDO), is looking to issue 
another tranche of new short-term commercial papers (STCPs) worth Php15 billion. The proposed issuance has been rated 
PRS2 minus by credit watchdog PhilRatings. 
 

Philippine Peso 
 

 Succumbing to the somber tone in global financial markets, the Philippine peso depreciated 54.5 centavos against the US 
dollar to close the week at Php43.940 from Php43.395 the week before. The local currency lost its footing against the 
greenback as indications that the Euro-zone crisis will drag on prompted investors to troop to perceived safe-haven assets. 

 The central bank has amended its foreign exchange (FX) regulations in an effort to make the regulatory framework "responsive 
to and attuned with current economic conditions" and make FX transactions easier for the general public. Based on the new 
rules, investors are no longer required to inwardly remit and reinvest (within 30 days) dividends, earnings, or divestment 
proceeds from outward investments funded by foreign exchange bought from  authorized agent banks. Foreign/FCDU loans 
intended to finance infrastructure projects included in the government’s public-private partnership (PPP) projects will also no 
longer require prior BSP approval. The central bank has likewise lifted the requirement to convert to pesos the FX funding of 
foreign direct equity investments to qualify for BSP registration. 
 

The week ahead (November 28 – December 2) 
 

 This week’s economic calendar is heavy with potentially market-moving data releases, including the announcement of 3Q2011 
GDP figures and the BSP’s final policy meeting for the year slated on December 1. Statements from economic managers 
suggesting that the Philippine economy has grown between 3.8%-4.8% in the third quarter may have already been priced in by 
market players, so any positive surprise will provide impetus for buying sentiments in the stock market and the long end of the 
yield curve. Short-term rates are likely to trade range-bound on the other hand on expectations that the central bank will keep 
its policy rate at status quo. External developments, particularly those coming from Europe, will continue to drive sentiment in 
general however, and will likely underpin the general direction in the stock and foreign exchange markets. 

Tenor 18-Nov 25-Nov  +/- bps

ROP13 1.70 1.75 -5

ROP16N 2.75 2.48 27

ROP19N 3.89 3.64 25

ROP20 4.09 3.78 31

ROP21 3.93 3.85 8

ROP24N 5.03 4.55 48

ROP26 4.78 4.66 12

ROP30 5.39 5.16 23

ROP32 5.25 5.07 18

ROP34 5.25 5.05 20

Average 21

ROP Yield Curve


